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Standard height from the floor to the bullseye on the dartboard is 5 feet 8 inches, while the
oche (distance between the front of the board and the toeline) should.
What separates one Dart Board from another Dartboard, what are Dart Boards made of Apart
from the standard sisal dartboards you also get a soft tip boards. Dart World Australia: supplier
of darts, dartboards, dart boards, portable and diagram showing the standard measurements for
correct dartboard setup. Ranging from a casual game for children to a sport with international
competitions, darts requires little time to learn but a good deal of time to master. Among the.
The dartboard, the throwing area, and lighting are all important factors. Champion boards have
a smaller overall diameter than standard. The finest sisal is used, grown in Kenya to high
specifications and is from the Agave plant. gives modern look compared to a standard
dartboard. dartboard.
This is the internationally recognized official dartboard height for steel This measurement
would need to be 8 feet for soft tipped darts (i.e. for.
Darts Rules And Darts Regulations * Dartboard Height According to the PDC, the An official
dartboard is inches in diameter, and is divided into Soft tip - Because of the physical make up
of the dartboard, bounce-out darts are a little more frequent but.
These are the standard dartboard setup measurements according to the rules of the World's
Primary Darts Governing Bodies, the WDF – (World Darts.
The BDO (British Darts Organization) who originally set all the rules which govern the game
of darts, and is the official darts body for Britain, the leading darts.
What is the correct Dart Board Height and Dartboard Distance when doing a important, if you
want to make sure that you have an official dartboard setup. 2-SIDED- Regulation Size
Classic 20 Point & Circular Bulls-Eye; Comes complete with . The 2-sided regulation-sized
18” diameter dartboard sports the classic. A regulation board is 17 3?4 inches ( mm) in
diameter (h) have the following dimensions; 'Bull' inside diameter = mm. +/- mm. Diagram of
regulation dartboard height and distance for both soft tip and steel tip darts.
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